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“…an old tradition, a new beginning” 

At the inaugural Central Louisiana Chamber of Commerce Business Awards held
April 12, 2013, RoyOMartin was named “Best Overall Business.” Companies
considered for this award must operate within the Chamber’s nine-parish area,
demonstrate the best overall achievement in business acumen, and serve as an
exemplary community citizen and employer of choice.

After RoyOMartin was announced as the category winner, President and Chief
Financial Officer Roy O. Martin III invited all RoyOMartin employees present to join
him onstage. In his acceptance speech, he gave credit to his grandfather, company
founder Roy O. Martin, Sr., along with all of the other employees who have helped
bring the organization to its 90th anniversary, celebrated this year.

“Thank you to the Central Louisiana Chamber of Commerce for selecting
RoyOMartin as the ‘Best Overall Business,’ at this year’s Business Awards
banquet,” Roy stated. “I dedicate the award to our employees, who, on a daily
basis, demonstrate world-class excellence in safety, quality, and production.”

It did not take long for word to spread about our award. “This [award] is well
deserved and is a tribute to the values, service, and stewardship developed over
many years,” offered RoyOMartin board member Brooks Harris via e-mail. “It is
gratifying to see the community recognize the contributions made by so many.”
Many other words of congratulations can be found on our social-media sites and
are greatly appreciated.

Martin, perhaps, summed up the honor best: “God has blessed us with many
assets, talents, and abilities. I am grateful for the community’s recognition of our
team members’ continued commitment and dedication.”

—Leigh Ann Purvis

Central Louisiana Chamber of Commerce
Names RoyOMartin 2013 “Best Overall Business”
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On May 20, 2013, Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal and
RoyOMartin President and Chief Financial Officer Roy O.
Martin III announced the company will invest $20
million to modernize and its
plywood-manufacturing facility
in Chopin, Louisiana.
RoyOMartin-Plywood will
upgrade drying equipment,
add a production line, and
create 24 new direct jobs. The
company will retain 686 jobs,
and Louisiana Economic
Development (LED) estimates
the expansion project will
result in an additional 56
indirect jobs – for a total of 80
new jobs for the area.

Gov. Jindal said, “Over the past 90 years, RoyOMartin
has become one of the leading industrial employers in
Louisiana and a huge economic driver for Central and
North Louisiana. We’re proud that the company
continues to modernize and expand its facilities in our
state because of our strong business climate, world-
class infrastructure, vast timber resources and skilled

RoyOMartin-Plywood Plans $20 Million Expansion

APA – The Engineered Wood Association recently
announced the winners of its 2012 Safety and Health
Awards, a program that encourages and recognizes
safety and operational excellence in the North American
structural-panel and engineered-wood industry. Sixty-
f ive APA member structural-wood panel and
engineered-wood product facilities in the U.S., Canada,
and abroad participated in the 2012 program.

RoyOMartin-OSB, located in Oakdale, Louisiana, earned
the coveted Innovation in Safety Award for the mill’s
“Safety Mentor Program.” RoyOMartin-OSB was selected
from 23 Innovation in Safety Award entries for the top
prize. In the program, safety-mentor team leaders are
accountable for ensuring that new employees (called
team members) receive proper safety orientation and
training. The Safety Mentor Program was implemented
last June and has already proven to increase awareness
of the company’s safety culture: safety-audit
participation by new team members has increased by
50%, while safety incidents among that group have
decreased by 86%.

In addition to RoyOMartin-OSB’s award, RoyOMartin-
Plywood, based in Chopin, Louisiana, received second
place on the APA Annual Safety and Health Honor Roll
for Division II (over 400,000 hours).

Begun in 1982, the APA awards program honors the
management teams and employees of companies and
mills with the lowest weighted incident rate (WIR) and
total incident rate (TIR). Data is collected from both APA
member and nonmember mills in order to provide a
broad-based industry-performance benchmark. Winning
facilities and companies will be recognized and their
safety accomplishments celebrated during the
Chairman’s Dinner at APA’s annual meeting in
November in Huntington Beach, California.

More information on the APA Safety and Health Awards
Program can be found on the Association’s website at
www.apawood.org.

APA Recognizes RoyOMartin-OSB with
2012 Innovation in Safety Award
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workforce. This expansion keeps RoyOMartin at the
cutting edge of the wood-products industry and secures
hundreds of valuable existing jobs while creating new

career opportunities for our
people.”

“Through the dedication and
skill of our great employees
and their ability to produce
quality wood products,
RoyOMartin has survived one
of the worst housing markets
in recent memory,” Martin
added. “Now, as we begin to
experience a resurgence in the
construction industry and a
renewed demand for our
products, we are expanding

our manufacturing operations to meet the anticipated
need for wood products while continuing to build upon
our 90-year commitment to Central Louisiana.”

Project construction will begin in mid-2013 and be
completed in the second quarter of 2014, with the
majority of hiring taking place shortly before production
begins on the new timber line next year.
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RoyOMartin introduced its new SmartProducts product-
focused website on May 1. Customers, architects, and
design professionals can now access most of the
information they need within three clicks. The website is
“responsive” in nature, meaning that the layout adjusts to
fit different screens, such as those on mobile devices.

With this transition, viewers who enter
www.royomartin.com will go directly to a portal page,
shown at right. From there, they can select “View Our
Corporate Site” or “View Our Product Site.”

The product site (http://products.royomartin.com)
can be accessed directly to bypass the portal page and
features product literature and specifications, APA links,
CAD drawings, product photographs, and other product-
related content. The home page and a product-specific page are shown below.

The corporate site (http://corporate.royomartin.com) can also be accessed directly. It houses the various logins,
hunting leases, careers, news, history, real estate, Indigo Minerals and Perforex Forest Services links, and more. By
clicking “Wood Products” on this site, users can select from a list of clickable products and then be directed to that
location on the new product site. Over the next few months, the corporate site will continue to undergo a series of
facelifts as it becomes more user-friendly and responsive.

This website revamp, part of our ongoing “I Build Smarter” campaign, is yet another tool RoyOMartin uses to provide
world-class customer service.

—Leigh Ann Purvis

SmartProducts Website Launched



At the 2013 Cenla Heart Walk, RoyOMartin was recognized for the second consecutive year
as the only Platinum Fit-Friendly Company in the Central Louisiana area. This award

was based on wellness programming and results from 2012 and is the highest level
of recognition from the American Heart Association’s (AHA) Start! Initiative. To
achieve platinum-level status, companies must implement at least nine criteria
outlined by the AHA in areas of physical activity, nutrition, and culture, as well as
demonstrate measurable outcomes. The Fit-Friendly Companies program is a
catalyst for positive change in the American workforce by helping companies
make their employees’ health
and wellness a priority.

RoyOMartin’s wellness program,
Winning with Wellness, is

integrated into each location in
Louisiana, Alabama, and Arkansas.

Annual health fairs assess biometric data,
and then employees meet with a company occupational-health nurse to
review individual results and set personal wellness goals. In 2012, a total
of 1,708 personal health goals were met! Our wellness leadership team
is constantly looking for innovative ways to encourage employees to
become more active, eat healthier, and take ownership of their health.

—Jodie Mallette
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On February 22, several recent graduates of RoyOMartin University, one our company’s leadership-development
programs, met in the soggy grass of a future playground at Volunteers of America (VOA) in Alexandria. The team put
together pieces of playground equipment for families who rely on VOA for services. The playground “has been a dream
of mine since we moved to this location, and I am so excited,” said Donna Capps, program director for the Family
Resource Center at VOA, Central Louisiana. “Thank you again for your generous support. Without you, things like this
would not be possible!” A ribbon cutting was held on April 1, where VOA representatives, community partners, and the
media were present.

—Leigh Ann Purvis

From the Ground Up

Gold is Great, but Platinum is Phenomenal

Martin Foundation Chair Carole Baxter and
AHA Greater Southeast Affiliate Regional
Director Kourtny Bratton
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RoyOMartin obtained Forest Stewardship Council™
(FSC®) certification in 2002 and has undergone annual
audits since that time to ensure that we are conforming
to FSC® principles and criteria. In March 2013, a group
of independent auditors from the Rainforest Alliance
spent a few days with Martin personnel for our yearly
audit. Auditors evaluated the ecological, economical,
and social sustainability of RoyOMartin’s forest-
management practices.

While in the “field” with Martin foresters, the auditors
thoroughly examined road-construction efforts, active
and completed logging jobs, sites that had recently
been planted, streamside-management zones, weed

control, wetland areas, wildlife-management issues, and
more. The auditors also interviewed several Martin
employees, contractors, government and non-
government agencies, consultants, other timber-industry
representatives, local businesses, and many other
stakeholders to ensure the public is aware of and
informed about the assessment process and its
objectives. Stakeholder consultation also gives the
auditors a means of identifying potential issues.

We are pleased to report that RoyOMartin passed the
2013 audit. Thanks to all the employees who help us
maintain FSC® certification.

—Chris Clayton

RoyOMartin Passes Annual FSC® Audit

RoyOMartin’s Oakdale, Louisiana, OSB facility hosted a meet and greet
with about 40 state and local elected officials on May 9. Terry Secrest, vice
president of OSB, briefed attendees on the plant’s history and production
capabilities, as well as current economic conditions. Additionally, President
and Chief Financial Officer Roy O. Martin III spoke about how successful
partnerships with elected officials enabled the construction in Allen Parish
of one of North America’s largest OSB facil it ies. Following the
presentations, the tour group had the opportunity to walk through the
plant and view the various OSB products that are shipped throughout the
United States and the world.

—Blake Cooper, governmental affairs and marketing manager

State Leaders Tour RoyOMartin-OSB

APA “Builder Tips” are now available in mobile format for easy viewing on
tablets and smart phones. Learn how to prevent buckling, minimize nail
pops, properly store APA-trademarked panels, and more at
http://www.apawood.org/buildertips/.

APA “Builder Tips” Available in Mobile Format
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LSU Forestry Students Visit RoyOMartin-OSB

Perforex Crew Celebrates Accident-Free Milestone

www.royomartin.com

Ten forestry students, together with Dr. Qinglin Wu (Roy O.
Martin Senior Professor, Composites and Engineered Wood
Products), from the LSU School of Renewable Natural
Resources visited RoyOMartin’s OSB mill on March 11. The
visit was part of a week-long forest-products camp
designed to help students understand major wood products
and the wood-products industry in the South. The students
were guided through the manufacturing process, then plant
leaders addressed raw-material and product-related
questions following the tour. The students were amazed by
the state-of-the-art technology used to manufacture OSB at
the Oakdale plant. This visit helped broaden the students’
understanding of the many aspects of their chosen career.

—Cole Bryant, RoyOMartin-OSB process engineer

Perforex Forest Services’ thinning
south crew has reached a
monumental achievement of
working accident free for five
years. With a crew of six operators
that work 24 hours a day, what do
they do differently that allows
them to work accident-free?

Shift lead Edward Gillespie says the crew members
watch out for each other as they are working, ensuring
their safety. Kevin Evans, another shift lead, credits the
crew’s overall experience in doing the job that keeps
them safe. Thinning south supervisor Chuck Brevelle
attributes their record to two main factors: low
employee turnover and the use of weekly safety
observations. “If you have high turnover and are
constantly training new employees, you do not have
consistency in your safety program.” He feels that by
putting weekly safety observations in the hands of the
crew, “it makes each one of them recognize hazards on
the job, and it has changed the culture of our business
from the beginning. You don’t have that in all logging
operations.”

One example of this is operators observing “dead
snags” in the forest. (A dead snag is a dead tree in
danger of falling.) Brevelle states, “Logging operators
have worked around them for years without thinking
about the danger. Today, it is second nature to our

operators to look for dead snags and remove them if
there is a danger to people or equipment.”

“All have worked together so long and look out for each
other,” explains supervisor Scottie Coutee. He stressed
the importance of discussing safety daily, especially
regarding necessary tools and training.

In recognition of their achievement, the entire thinning
south crew and supervisors were awarded jackets for
their hard work and dedication to remain safe at work.

—Melissa Clark

(Left to right): Edward Gillespie, Kevin Evans, Harold
Maddox, Memphis Johnson, Heath Cloud, Fredrick Douglas
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It is always pleasant to talk with our workplace chaplains. They consistently have uplifting, encouraging words to say and
are very faithful helpers to RoyOMartin employees and their families. Diligently, these chaplains—working through
Marketplace Ministries—fulfill many roles within our company. They are on call at all times for crisis intervention or
emergencies and also make work-site visits, as well as visits to hospitals and homes. Further, our chaplains can meet
with individuals and families to discuss a variety of interests such as marriage, divorce, remarriage, serious illness,
addictions, depression, childrearing, and financial matters, and then give assistance when requested.

In 2012, the ministry celebrated its fifteenth anniversary. Each chaplain has many fond memories of his/her years with
RoyOMartin.

Chaplain Bob Braly, 6 years of service, all RoyOMartin plants
A favorite memory was listening to “an employee who disliked preachers. Over time, the individual began to trust and
be open with me and accepted Christ as well.”

Chaplain Johnnie R. Brown, 11 years, all RoyOMartin plants
He feels that the most rewarding part of being a chaplain at RoyOMartin is being available to help in times of need.

Chaplain Vi Jones, 3 years of service, RoyOMartin-Plywood
When asked about her most cherished memory, she said, “I had prayed with a particular employee and the next time I
made a visit, he had lined up a few of his coworkers and said, ‘Ms. Chaplain, they need prayer but don’t want to ask. Will
you pray for them?’ I did and they were grateful.”

Chaplain Debbie Perry, 15 years, all RoyOMartin facilities
The most rewarding part of her job is “being able to express the love of Christ to employees, listen to their stories, help
them work through the issues in their lives, and be there to share in their joys and sorrows.”

Chaplain Ron Perry, 12 years, all RoyOMartin facilities
“One of the fondest memories was when [wife] Debbie and I were invited to attend the Martin shareholders’ meeting in
Miami. That date was over Easter weekend, and before going, I had made arrangements with Jonathan [Martin] and Roy
[Martin] to gather the family together for a private Martin-family Easter service. That Easter morning, we celebrated the
death, burial, and resurrection of our Lord and Savior with a worship service ending with The Lord’s Supper.”

Chaplain Bert Riddle, 15 years, RoyOMartin-OSB and RoyOMartin-Plywood
He treasures “face-to-face employee interactions.”

Chaplain Mark Whittington, 61⁄2 years, Rocky Creek Lumber
He said it is a very special moment when he hears, “Hey, can I ask you a question?,” as this is a clear indicator of trust
and respect earned through consistent ministry.

Other chaplains who serve RoyOMartin employees are Scott Martin (2 years, CTC-Arkansas), Kathy McKinley (3 years,
Rocky Creek Lumber) and Ywell Cunningham (61⁄2 years, Rocky Creek Lumber).

Thanks to all of our chaplains for their service!

—Amelia Lea

Clockwise from top: Braly, Brown,
Debbie Perry, Jones, Riddle

Left to right: Whittington,
McKinley, Cunningham

Ron Perry Scott Martin

Marketplace Chaplains USA Celebrates 15 Years of Service



The Martin Foundation, once again, is helping a group
of students realize their dreams. This time, the
Foundation gave a donation that allowed for the rental
of Carnegie Hall for a group of Rapides Parish orchestra
students. In December, approximately 50 sixth through
twelfth graders will travel to New York City to play in the
Youth Orchestra Series at Carnegie Hall. The students
were awarded this opportunity after their orchestra
director, John De Chiaro, submitted an audition tape.
According to Carole Baxter, chair of the Martin
Foundation, “This is a great honor for these young
people and for our community. When John first came
[to Alexandria], there was little or no orchestra program,
and he has built the program up to this amazing level.”

As a retired classical-guitar teacher at the University of
Southern Mississippi, De Chiaro came to Alexandria
where the job of teaching music seemed to, according
to him, fall in his lap. Upon his arrival, there were only
12 students in the music program. Now there are 130
students, between Phoenix Magnet Elementary School,
Scott M. Brame Middle School, and Alexandria Senior
High School. De Chiaro explained, “It’s unbelievable,
because I’ve only been teaching in Rapides Parish for
four years, and here we are now. In my wildest dreams,
I never would have thought this would be possible.”

Of the students finding out they were going to be
performing at Carnegie Hall, De Chiaro says, “I wish you
could have seen the looks on their faces. When the kids
researched the history of Carnegie and how the greats
have performed there, it made a big impact on them.
They practice like crazy [at school] and even take their
instruments home.” De Chiaro admits he pushes the
kids to do their greatest because he firmly believes that
“the difference between ‘great’ and ‘good’ is the
attention to detail.”

Rapides Parish Students to Play at Carnegie Hall
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Baxter presents De Chiaro with a
Martin Foundation check

The students have learned many things through this
opportunity. Delayed gratification is one of them. De
Chiaro says, “It takes time to bring music to that great
level.” They are also learning that each student has to
listen to each other during performances and be aware
of what is happening within each piece of music, at all
times. Teamwork is vital. De Chiaro tells his students
that they are each a piece of the puzzle and they have
to work together to make up a masterpiece.

A few of the pieces they will play are “Symphony No. 1”
by William Boyce, “Rhosymedre” by Ralph Vaughn-
Williams, “Rondo Concertante” by David O’Fallan, and
“Mystic Rhapsody” by Susan Day. In preparation for their
big performance on December 1, the students are
fundraising, taking extra music lessons, and rehearsing
together twice a week. De Chiaro says that RoyOMartin
“sees the value of art in education.” He is very grateful to
the Martin Foundation for providing the funding and
says, “I really don’t know how to thank you. You’ve
made a distant dream become a reality.”

—Amelia Lea

On March 8, RoyOMartin Forestry and Wildlife Environmental Affairs Manager Chris Clayton
paid a visit to pre-k students at Ruby-Wise Elementary School in Rapides Parish. Speaking
in “kid” terms, Chris spoke about growing and cutting timber in a responsible manner, the
many ways wood is used in our society, safety while working in the woods, wildlife
research, and using hunting as an effective management tool to control wildlife
populations. Of his opportunity in the classroom, Chris said, “At this young age, children
soak up information like a sponge, so it is critical that they are taught about the core
concepts of the sustainable management of our natural resources.”

Educating the Next Generation
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Hanging outside my home office window are two bird feeders inviting any and all of God’s winged creatures to a feast. It
wasn’t long after I placed the feeders on the poles that the air was abuzz with a variety of birds. They came from all over
to celebrate the finding of an abundance of free food from a generous human. There were doves, a variety of finches,
black birds, cardinals, sparrows, and some I could not identify. I noticed that in spite of the diversity of species, size, and
color, there was equality. They came together to peck at the seed in the feeder trays or from the seed that had fallen on
the ground below. The only disturbance was from a cat freely roaming the farm, causing the birds to fly away, only to
return once the danger was gone.
While observing God’s creation and then searching the Scripture, I am reminded that “God does not show favoritism”
(Romans 2:11) and that “He causes His sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sends rain on the righteous and the
unrighteous” (Matthew 5:45). I guess the responsibility falls on each of us to do our part when it comes to diversity and
equality. In these days, we should purpose to love God and “love your neighbor as yourself” (Luke 10:27).

Blessing,
Chaplain Ron

Diversity and Equality
Chaplain’s
Corner

In 2007, we polled readers of Today@RoyOMartin to determine if they would like to receive
newsletter issues electronically instead of hard copies through the mail. Technology has changed
quite significantly since that time, with smart phones, iPads, and other devices making it easier
than ever before to view online content.
If you would like to begin receiving Today@RoyOMartin in your e-mail inbox instead of in your
mailbox at home, e-mail newsletter@royomartin.com or scan the below QR code to sign up. Be
sure to include the following information:

• Your first and last name
• Your relationship to RoyOMartin (e.g., employee, retiree, board member, elected official, community partner)
• E-mail address for each account you want to receive the newsletter (e.g., personal e-mail, spouse’s e-mail)

Note: This information will not be shared with third parties.
If you elect to receive Today@RoyOMartin via e-mail, you should begin receiving it with the next quarterly issue, likely
before the hard copies are even printed. Should you decide that you would like to go back to receiving the mailed
version, you can always notify us by replying to newsletter@royomartin.com and “unsubscribing” to the e-mailed
newsletter-distribution list.

Newsletter Available Electronically

Kisatchie Treating Company, LLC, of Converse, Louisiana, a well-established treating company founded by Lufkin
Creosoting Company, Inc., of Lufkin, Texas, and Walsh Timber Company, LLC, of Zwolle, Louisiana, have made an offer to
purchase the assets of RoyOMartin’s Pineville, Louisiana-based Colfax Treating Company, LLC (CTC), and its wholly
owned subsidiary, CTC-Arkansas, LLC, of Leola, Arkansas. CTC has accepted this offer by executing an asset-purchase
agreement as of May 2, 2013.
Lufkin Creosoting Company has been in the pole-and-piling business since 1946 and is responsible for all sales and
manufacturing operations of Kisatchie Treating. Lufkin Creosoting and Kisatchie Treating’s operations, currently
employing approximately 150, are sizably larger than those of CTC. Combined, these companies will have increased
market share and a stronger competitive advantage in the treating business. Additionally, this acquisition will have a
positive impact on employees of both companies, landowners who currently supply raw materials, and other
stakeholders throughout Texas, Louisiana, and Arkansas. CTC will work with Kisatchie Treating over the next months to
facilitate a smooth transition.

Kisatchie Treating Company, LLC, to Purchase
Colfax Treating Company, LLC
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At RoyOMartin, we believe that anyone can lead, no matter the position they occupy. We understand the reality that
leadership is complex and can be overwhelming. This past March, we took steps to alleviate this concern for 20 new and
potential supervisors from the OSB and plywood plants, Colfax Treating Company, the construction crew, and Perforex
Forest Services with a new program called Basic Leadership Development. This program was designed to train first-line
leaders to become quality, focused leaders for our company.

According to www.careerbuilder.com, more than 60% of new leaders do not get any training at all, and 40% of new
managers fail within the first 18 months of being promoted. We do not want to be included in negative statistics such as
those. We want to affect the bottom line in a positive way. Basic Leadership Development offers topics that will help
participants:

• Influence, work, and negotiate with people,
not “boss them around”

• Mediate and negotiate

• Rid fear of conflict by learning ways to
address and neutralize it

• Engage, lead, and develop a team

• Manage time and juggle an ever-changing
list of priorities

• Improve communication to be more
powerful, persuasive, and memorable

• Overcome resistance to and accelerate
organizational change

• Delegate effectively to increase productivity
and motivation

• Implement an effective coaching model that
maximizes their team’s performance

Our supervisors manage people, handle time-management issues, administer company policies, and deal with upper
management directly—no small task! Management skills may not always come naturally, but they can and should be
developed. Therefore, we plan to continue training our leaders through this program by offering two classes annually.

Congratulations to those selected for the first round of training! We are committed to your success and the success of
future participants.

—Donna Bailey, director of human resources

Basic Leadership Development

On May 22, RoyOMartin representatives participated in Central
Louisiana Day at the Legislature in Baton Rouge. Shown here with
various Louisiana-grown marketing materials are RoyOMartin
directors of human resources Connie Baker and Donna Bailey.

Cenla Day at the Legislature

Getting the class kicked off for the first morning session were
Director of HR, Donna Bailey; VP of OSB, Terry Secrest; and VP
of Plywood, Joe Mackay.
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